“Reasonable Limits”
DC Metro Campaign
Reasonable limits on carbon pollution from power plants, or no limits at all?

Where do you stand?
Reasonable limits on carbon pollution from power plants, or no limits at all?

Where do you stand?
The Climate Action Plan is “boosting the prospects for nuclear power, natural gas and renewable energy.”

— Wall Street Journal
(6/26/13)

Reasonable limits on pollution, or no limits? Where do you stand?
Carbon limits are unlikely to raise power prices much, but will make zero-emitting sources more valuable to those that need them.

— Bill Mohl, President Entergy Wholesale Commodities

(Wall Street Journal, 6/26/13)
“U.S. leadership in this area is important... We think that prudent and cost-effective steps can be taken administratively in the U.S., and welcome the President’s announcement.”

— Dupont

Reasonable limits on pollution, or no limits? Where do you stand?
“We support EPA regulation of greenhouse gas emissions....
We believe such action is necessary to transform our power generation sector.”

— Calpine Corporation

Reasonable limits on pollution, or no limits? Where do you stand?
“We look forward to continue working with the Administration...on regulatory opportunities to further promote the use of lower-carbon sources of electricity.”

— Thomas F. Farrell II
Chairman, President and CEO
Dominion Resources

Reasonable limits on pollution, or no limits? Where do you stand?
The Climate Action Plan can cut pollution “without a major impact to customers or the economy.”

— Nick Akins, CEO American Electric Power

(Associated Press, 6/26/13)

Reasonable limits on pollution, or no limits? Where do you stand?
“The President’s proposals today are a mix of commonsense steps we can all support.”

— Business Roundtable

Reasonable limits on pollution, or no limits? Where do you stand?
“We think the direction we are headed is aligned with [the President’s] plan.”

—Tennessee Valley Authority on the Climate Action Plan

Reasonable limits on pollution, or no limits? Where do you stand?
“The President is taking a moderate, pragmatic approach.”

— Philadelphia Inquirer

Reasonable limits on pollution, or no limits? Where do you stand?
“We are pleased with the President’s focus on making permitting more efficient and effective.”

— Tony Earley
Chairman, CEO & President
PG&E Corporation

Reasonable limits on pollution, or no limits?
Where do you stand?
Carbon limits are unlikely to raise power prices much, but will make zero-emitting sources more valuable to those that need them.

— Bill Mohl, President
Entergy Wholesale Commodities

(Wall Street Journal, 6/26/13)

Reasonable limits on pollution, or no limits? Where do you stand?
“We applaud the President and his administration for their commitment to renewable energy and conservation.”

— Mike Duke, President & CEO Walmart

Reasonable limits on pollution, or no limits? Where do you stand?
Reasonable limits on carbon pollution from power plants, or no limits at all?

Where do you stand?
The Climate Action Plan is “boosting the prospects for nuclear power, natural gas and renewable energy.”

— Wall Street Journal (6/26/13)

Reasonable limits on pollution, or no limits? Where do you stand?
We “look forward to working constructively with the Administration, EPA, members of the energy industry... to ensure the regulations reduce greenhouse gas emissions from the energy sector and advance America’s efficient and clean energy future.”

— Tom King, President
National Grid

Reasonable limits on pollution, or no limits? Where do you stand?
“U.S. leadership in this area is important... We think that prudent and cost-effective steps can be taken administratively in the U.S., and welcome the President’s announcement.”

— Dupont

Reasonable limits on pollution, or no limits? Where do you stand?
“We support EPA regulation of greenhouse gas emissions... We believe such action is necessary to transform our power generation sector.”

— Calpine Corporation

Reasonable limits on pollution, or no limits? Where do you stand?
The Climate Action Plan can cut pollution “without a major impact to customers or the economy.”

— Nick Akins, CEO
American Electric Power

(Associated Press, 6/26/13)

Reasonable limits on pollution, or no limits? Where do you stand?
“The President’s proposals today are a mix of commonsense steps we can all support.”

— Business Roundtable

Reasonable limits on pollution, or no limits? Where do you stand?
"We are pleased with the President’s focus on making permitting more efficient and effective."

— Tony Earley
Chairman, CEO & President
PG&E Corporation

Reasonable limits on pollution, or no limits? Where do you stand?
Carbon limits are unlikely to raise power prices much, but will make zero-emitting sources more valuable to those that need them.

— Bill Mohl, President
Entergy Wholesale Commodities
(Wall Street Journal, 6/26/13)

Reasonable limits on pollution, or no limits? Where do you stand?
“Utilities already are making the transition to cleaner gas generation.... The President is correct to use his power to drive progress.”

— Scranton Times-Tribune
(7/3/13)

Reasonable limits on pollution, or no limits?
Where do you stand?
“We applaud the President and his administration for their commitment to renewable energy and conservation.”

— Mike Duke, President and CEO Walmart

Reasonable limits on pollution, or no limits? Where do you stand?
“Greenhouse gas reductions can be achieved cost-effectively.”

— **The Clean Energy Group**

**Reasonable limits on pollution, or no limits? Where do you stand?**
“The President’s proposals today are a mix of commonsense steps we can all support.”

— Business Roundtable

Reasonable limits on pollution, or no limits? Where do you stand?
“We applaud the President and his administration for their commitment to renewable energy and conservation.”

— Mike Duke
President and CEO
Walmart

Reasonable limits on pollution, or no limits? Where do you stand?
The Climate Action Plan is “boosting the prospects for nuclear power, natural gas and renewable energy.”

— Wall Street Journal (6/26/13)

Reasonable limits on pollution, or no limits? Where do you stand?
Reasonable limits on pollution, or no limits? Where do you stand?

The Climate Action Plan can cut pollution “without a major impact to customers or the economy.”

— Nick Akins, CEO
American Electric Power

(Associated Press, 6/26/13)
“We are pleased with the President’s focus on making permitting more efficient and effective.”

— Tony Earley  
Chairman, CEO & President  
PG&E Corporation

Reasonable limits on pollution, or no limits? Where do you stand?